THE  TRAIN
The coach which had been burned out in Pskov was
taken to Kirov for repairs.
The railway yard had refused to ^handle the job,
pleading lack of workers. "The coach is done for, if you
start messing about with it you'll never be through,5*
said the railwayinen. In the workshops the men had gone
to the front, and lads and young girls were doing the
work. ... Danilov talked to his own people, and they
agreed to tackle the job themselves. Danilov placed
Protassov, the coach repair foreman, dignified and
indolent, in charge of the brigade. Kravtsov, it appeared,
could turn his hand to anything—he was fitter, welder
and glazier. The whole day he and Protassov argued
until they were hoarse. Each one insisted upon his own
way, and his own right to decide the issue, but in the
evening they disappeared together, and returned more
than a little tipsy, and filled with the greatest affection
for each other. Sukhoyedov, Medvedyev, Kostritsyn,
Nizvetsky, Bogeichuk, Goremykin—all the men except
the doctors helped in the repair work, and even Danilov
recalled what he had learned from his father, and went
to work as Kravtsov's assistant. The girls hauled
materials, cleared up, painted the coach and got in
everybody's way. ... And within six fine April days, the
work was finished.
All this pleased Danilov mightily. It was not so much
the value of the coach—though it was satisfying to know
that nothing that had been entrusted to them had been
lost to the enemy—but it was especially pleasant for
him to see how the other people in the train shared his
feeling, how they regarded the repaired coach with new
eyes, with a feeling of personal interest. Even Protassov's
puffy, unshaven face shone with satisfaction when he
stood on the platform, stomach thrust forward and legs
astride, to look at what his hands had done.
A meeting was called to celebrate the successful
cojadusioa of the work. Kravtsov appeared in a smart
jacket and tie. There was a great deal said about him,
aad all of it was praise. Danilov was amazed—what had
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